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red - from density autocorrelation
green - from longitudinal current correlation
blue - from transverse current correlation
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ATOM MOBILITY AND ITS RELATION TO BOSON PEAK

COLLECTIVE MODES IN THE BINARY GLASS

- a solid without any evident structural order  
- can be obtatined by a rapid quenching of melt to
   temperatures lower than the melting temperature
   (figure)
- is non-ergodic
- vibrations here are poorly understood in general
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Trajectory of a jumping atom: atom always 
returns to its main equilibrium position

Collective density autocorrelation functions
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the function does not tend to zero:
non-ergodic behavior

Debye law

boson peak

Density of vibrational states (DOS) 

On the right is the projection of 
three-dimensional glass on the plane.
The color of the facets indicates
the mobility of atoms in that place.
The latter was calculated as the
deviation from equilibrium.

The picture shows
- the propagation of atom displacement
- the heterogeneity of glassy dynamics:
  distinct static and active regions.

strong low-frequency mode

jump to another point
of equilibrium

Coordinate of an active
(a jumping one) atom

Coordinate of a static
(vibrating arond equilibrium) atom

Dispersion curves from total correlations describe the acoustic modes and low-frequency
modes contributing to boson peak. Those from concentration correlations show optical
modes and strong manifestation of low frequency modes.

EXCITATION PROPAGATION
IN GLASS

mobile

static

We have studied the motion of separate atoms by calculating higher statistical
momenta for their coordinates and have found two distinct types of atoms
which moved in different ways: the atoms jumping between equilibrium sites
(2% of atoms) and the atoms vibrating around a single equilibrium point.
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DOSs for active and static atoms

By calculating the DOSs for active and
static atoms separately we have found a
strong connection between excess
low-frequency modes and atom mobility.
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Their fourier transforms were used to find the vibrational modes frequency for different
wavenumbers, thus building the dispersion curves.

were investigated by calculating the total and concentration autocorrelation functions of
                  collective density                                          and current.


